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From spotting fresh spawn, take occasional observations and 

record them in the table. Add drawings to support your notes. 
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Wonderful Wings 

Symmetry describes an object being the same on both sides.   

It is as if a mirror has been placed in the middle and each half has the same patterns or 

shapes. The incredible patterns on the wings of butterflies show symmetry - can you          

create your own beautiful butterflies by painting one side and folding over the wings.  
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Caterpillars Cloze Activity 

Use these words to fill in 

the blanks... 

moths       appetite   

soft          adaptations 

hairy       larval         

pest      camouflage 

predators      
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EXTENSION ACTIVITY 

Use a ICT to produce a fact sheet showing the differences between the adult 

and larval stages of two species of moth or butterfly.  

Use a thesaurus to add the WOW factor to your descriptive language. 

Caterpillars are the                                  stage of 

butterflies and                        . After hatching from 

eggs, they have such an                                   that 

they may strip the leaves from plants making 

them a                          to farmers. 

With              bodies, caterpillars are seen a      

perfect source of food for many                             .  

There have been some clever                               to 

avoid becoming a snack. Some pretend to look 

like a dangerous creature, others blend in to 

their surroundings using                                  . 

There are even some that have                        or 

spiky body parts to make them inedible.  

peacock butterfly caterpillar 

dunbar moth caterpillar 
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Looking After Eggs 
Use your observation skills to describe how the male and female blackbird look alike and 

also, how they differ. 

FEMALE FEATURES MALE FEATURES FEATURES THEY 

SHARE 
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The blackbird eggs are kept safe in a nest. Draw the nest around these eggs or glue on dry 

grass, straw and twigs to form your own cozy nest. 
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Looking After Eggs 
Use these words to label the diagram           

SHELL                  YOLK                DEVELOPING CHICK            AIR SAC 
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Why do eggs have a large, yellow yolk? 

This chick is very hungry!  

Can you draw in the sort of food a baby bird would like to eat?  








